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Q&A
Q: Where do you get your ideas?
A: We find inspiration in our garden, nature and unstrained materials. While
volunteering around the world we collect stories and legends about plants and flowers
to transform them into a wish and handprint it on a tag of the Orb.
Q: What do you do for the rest of the year?
A: When not preparing for the Holiday season we do video production while traveling
the world. We filmed for projects like a Buddhist Monastery in Philippines, a Surf School in
Morocco, Dive Center in Sri Lanka, a wedding in India and the fastest developing chain
of math schools in US.
Q: Where do you sell your creations?
A: While selling our creations in both Europe and United States it’s truly amazing to learn
how different the approach to celebrating New Year in each country is, as well as the
whole culture of decorating homes and giving presents. We are sold online on Etsy and
Amazon Handmade, in gift shops around United States, mostly New York, and Holiday
fairs. We love fairs as it’s a great way to truly meet your client and hear their stories.
Q: Who is your client?
A: Our clients are usually people who care about what they buy and who are looking
for something special and personal. They often share stories about people they want to
surprise with this present and ask for advice on which Orb will be most suitable for “my
aunt who likes hiking and nightclubs and goes to France two times a year”. We’re most
popular among hip crowd that appreciate natural beauty and minimalism in
decorations and ladies of all ages.
Q: Are your goods handmade?
A: We make Holiday Orbs with our own hands because we believe that the true price
of artisan goods lies within the energy that creations are being charged with, while
being made by an artist. Why does organic food taste better? Because it’s made with
love. Also, hand made Holiday Orbs are limited in number which adds significant value
to each creation.
Q: How long does it take to make one Orb?
A: Around 6 months, we usually start planting seeds in April.
Q: Where do we get so many wine corks?
A: We have great suppliers. Thanks to all of my family friends, that happen to be wine
lovers.

